An ideal system of n qubits has 2 n dimensions. This exponential grants power, but also hinders characterizing the system's state and dynamics. We study a new problem: the qubits in a physical system might not be independent. They can "overlap," in the sense that an operation on one qubit slightly affects the others.
Introduction
Quantum computers start with the qubit, a two-level quantum system. They achieve their power by combining many qubits. A system of n independent qubits is associated to a 2 n -dimensional tensor-product space, (C 2 ) ⊗n , and quantum algorithms exploit this exponential dimensionality. However, with great power also comes great guile. In experiments, it is exceedingly difficult to characterize the states and dynamics of large quantum systems. An efficient test, running in polynomial time, can only probe a limited portion of an exponentially complex system. Before getting to state or process tomography, however, there is the problem of characterizing the system's Hilbert space, and the arrangement of the qubits within it. In particular, what if the qubits are not in tensor product, but "overlap", so an operation on one qubit can slightly affect the others? Given a system that supposedly has n independent qubits, how can we efficiently test that there really are 2 n dimensions? Unfortunately, we show that very small systems, with only polynomially many dimensions, can contain n qubits that are nearly pairwise independent, i.e., an operation on qubit i can have only a small effect on qubit j for all i = j. In fact, there are particular states in n 2 -dimensional systems for which n qubits look to be exactly pairwise independent, in tensor product. (We will give more technical statements of these results in a moment.)
The issue of overlapping qubits is a new concern for the characterization of quantum devices. A common complaint about today's quantum devices, especially those targeted at adiabatic quantum optimization or quantum annealing, is that it is difficult even to verify their quantum-ness [AHSL15] . High noise rates can decohere systems, making them classical. Our examples raise a different problem: a system might indeed be quantum mechanical and even look like it has many qubits, but still quantum power is lacking because the system is low-dimensional.
On the other hand, we show that low-dimensional systems cannot totally fool us. First, if all pairs among n qubits are sufficiently close to being independent, then in fact there are nearby qubits that are exactly independent (in tensor product); and hence the dimension must be at least 2 n . Second, we provide a test for independence, one that efficiently checks not just pairwise interactions but n-wise interactions, and thereby can verify that the system dimension is almost 2 n . The test only involves measuring the qubits one at a time, so it is conceivably practical-except it is still sensitive to noise.
Overlapping qubits
The concept of overlapping, dependent qubits is not standard in quantum information theory. In general, multiple qubits are always assumed to be in tensor product; in common usage n qubits directly means (C 2 ) ⊗n . However, though it may be invisibly built into our notation and habits of thought, this is in fact an independence assumption, which needs to be justified. Precisely, then, what is a qubit, and what does it mean for two qubits to overlap?
1. What is a qubit? A qubit in a space H is a two-dimensional register in tensor product with the rest of the space. That is, from an isomorphism between H and C 2 ⊗ H , the C 2 register defines a qubit. Since the basis for H does not matter, instead of specifying the isomorphism it is more convenient to work in the dual Heisenberg picture, in which a qubit is defined through the observables that act on it, an algebra generated by the four Pauli matrices. In fact, a pair of norm-one observables X and Z that anti-commute suffice to define a qubit; it is then possible to choose a basis in which X = σ x ⊗ 1 H and Z = σ z ⊗ 1 H , where σ x and σ z are the standard Pauli operators (see Lemma 2.2).
2. Two qubits are independent, or in tensor product, when all operators on the qubits commute. Thus n qubits, defined by anti-commuting X j , Z j for j = 1, . . . , n, are pairwise independent if [X i , X j ] = [X i , Z j ] = [Z i , Z j ] = 0 for all i = j. It follows that there is a change of basis under which H = (C 2 ) ⊗n ⊗ H and
3). When are two qubits "almost" independent? For qubits specified by reflections X 1 , Z 1 and X 2 , Z 2 , how close they are to lying in tensor product can be measured by the largest commutator norm, max S,T ∈{X,
Almost independence is a useful concept because in reality one can never probe for the existence of n independent qubits. The exact tensor-product structure of a Hilbert space cannot be experimentally tested. Due to inevitable measurement imprecision, one could at best hope to show approximate relations, like [S i , T j ] ≤ . This concept is also mathematically well-motivated. It amounts to studying approximate representations of the n-qubit Pauli group. 1 It can alternatively be tied to questions on the stability of relations defining the Pauli algebra [Lor93] .
Our results
We begin by asking: how many overlapping qubits can be packed into 2 n dimensions? We prove both lower and upper bounds. Of course, only n independent qubits fit. Figure 1: (a) A qubit is a two-dimensional system in tensor product with the rest of the space. Qubits "overlap" if the corresponding Pauli operators do not commute. When their Pauli operators do commute, the qubits are in tensor product with each other (Theorem 2.3). (b) We ask how many qubits can be packed into a 2 n dimensional space with small pairwise overlap. For a lower bound, we give a randomized construction, based on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma and fermion algebra (Theorem 3.1). For an upper bound, we separate qubits with small pairwise overlap, finding nearby qubits with zero overlap (Theorem 3.6).
For the lower bound, we give a randomized construction, based on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma, for packing many nearly orthogonal unit vectors, and on the exterior algebra. We show that exponential in n many qubits can be packed with pairwise overlaps [S i , T j ] of order (log n)/n. In general, for overlaps [S i , T j ] ≤ , e O(n 2 ) qubits can be packed into 2 n dimensions; see Theorem 3.1. Parameterized differently, the construction places n -overlapping qubits in only n O(1/ 2 ) dimensions.
Note that this construction does not allow for compressing information. Even though exponentially many nearly independent qubits can be packed into (C 2 ) ⊗n , this does not allow for reliably storing more than n bits, and thus does not violate Nayak's private information retrieval bound [Nay99] . If one tried to store n bits into (C 2 ) ⊗n by putting a bit into each of the embedded qubits, one at a time, by the end the early bits would be unrecoverable because of accumulated errors.
For the upper bound, we show that even allowing pairwise overlaps [S i , T j ] as large as c/n, for a certain constant c, there is still room only for n qubits in 2 n dimensions. The precise statement is in Theorem 3.6. The proof constructively extracts n independent qubits from n overlapping qubits. The key difficulty is to ensure that errors do not explode; naively separating, say, the second qubit from the first could double its overlap with each of the remaining qubits, yielding an unmanageable exponential blow-up in the total displacement needed to separate the qubits. See Figure 1 .
The construction in the upper bound loses a factor of n, and we give an example to show that this is necessary (Lemma 3.9). Yet there is still a gap between our lower and upper bounds. For the range of overlaps 1/n (log n)/n, we do not know whether strictly more than n qubits can be packed into 2 n dimensions.
Given access to an experimental system, it is difficult to imagine tests for determining [ 
The problem is that the quantum system can be in an unknown state |ψ , and we can only learn about operators' effects on |ψ . If S i and T j are far from commuting, but only on a portion of the Hilbert space in which |ψ has no support, this is undetectable. In Section 4, we therefore consider a state-dependent overlap measure. This is the same measure that is used in results on self-testing such as [MY98, MYS12] , and it is the relevant measure for applications to device-independent cryptography [KTW14] . Note however that our setting differs from the usual one in self-testing, as we do not assume any a priori bipartite structure on the Hilbert space; though our results do apply to bipartite entanglement testing [CRSV16] .
We first give a practical protocol for testing if [S i , T j ]|ψ ≈ 0: measure S i , measure T j , then measure S i again and check that it gives the same result. However, this test is not enough; we give a construction of a state and n qubit operators in < n 2 dimensions, such that for i = j, [S i , T j ]|ψ = 0 exactly. Finally we give a more advanced test that efficiently checks not just pairwise commutation relationships, like [S i , T j ]|ψ ≈ 0, but also higher-order relationships like
This test can verify that the system dimension is almost 2 n .
2 What is a qubit? When are qubits in tensor product?
As explained in the introduction, we take a basis-independent, operator-centric view of what it means to have a qubit, or multiple independent qubits, in an a priori unstructured Hilbert space H. The following definition formalizes these notions. Notation: Let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, and
and σ z = 1 0 0 −1 be the Pauli matrices. The commutator is [S, T ] = ST − T S, and the anticommutator is {S, T } = ST + T S. When we write, e.g., "S j for S ∈ {X, Z}" we mean the set {X j , Z j }, i.e., the letter S is meant to be directly replaced by X or Z.
Definition 2.1. A qubit in a Hilbert space H is a pair of anti-commuting reflections (X, Z) on H. The overlap between two qubits (X 1 , Z 1 ) and (X 2 , Z 2 ) is given by max S,T ∈{X,Z} [S 1 , T 2 ] . The qubits are in tensor product if they have overlap 0; in this case we also say that the qubits are independent.
The following simple lemma ties this definition to the more usual one of a qubit as defined by a factorization H C 2 ⊗ H . The lemma is a special case of Theorem 2.3 below.
Lemma 2.2. Let X and Z be reflections (Hermitian operators that square to the identity) on a separable Hilbert space H such that X and Z anti-commute: {X, Z} = 0. Then there exists a separable space H such that H is isomorphic to C 2 ⊗ H , and up to a unitary change of basis the reflections X, Z are the standard Pauli operators:
The following theorem justifies our definition of two qubits being in "tensor product" when their overlap is 0, or equivalently when the associated reflections pairwise commute. Theorem 2.3. Suppose that X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n are reflections on H such that for all j, {X j , Z j } = 0 and furthermore for all i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}, S i and T j pairwise commute, [S i , T j ] = 0. Then there exists a separable space H such that H is isomorphic to (C 2 ) ⊗n ⊗ H , and up to a unitary change of basis the reflections X j , Z j are the standard Pauli operators on n qubits:
(1 ± Z) are projections, with Π + + Π − = 1, Π + − Π − = Z and Π + Π − = Π − Π + = 0. Multiplying both sides of {X, Z} = 0 by Π ± yields Π ± XΠ ± = 0, i.e., X = Π + XΠ − + Π − XΠ + . Then X 2 = 1 implies that Π ± XΠ ∓ XΠ ± = Π ± ; and comparing the ranks of both sides gives Rank(Π ∓ ) ≥ Rank(Π ± ), i.e., Rank(Π + ) = Rank(Π − ).
Let |u
. . be an orthonormal basis for Range(Π ± ). Let S = j (|u
Furthermore, U † ZU = Z, and U † XU = S. Relabeling the basis elements |0, j = |u
Now consider X 2 . In the above basis, it can be expanded as I ⊗ A + β∈{x,y,z} σ β ⊗ B β , but the commutation relationships [X 2 , X 1 ] = [X 2 , Z 1 ] = 0 imply that each B β = 0. Similarly, all the reflections Z 2 , . . . , X n , Z n act trivially on the first C 2 register. Inductively repeating the above argument for X 1 and Z 1 gives the theorem.
Registers that are in tensor product are independent of each other, in the sense that for a quantum state |ψ ∈ H ⊗ H , a quantum operation on H cannot affect the reduced density matrix Tr H |ψ ψ| in the other register. It should be noted, though, that a qubit can simultaneously have maximal overlap with many other mutually independent qubits. For example, for n odd, X = (σ x ) ⊗n and Z = (σ z ) ⊗n are anti-commuting reflections, defining a qubit, such that for every
β j ] will be concentrated around the maximal value of 2.) Thus the norm of the reflections' commutator is not a "monogamous" measure of qubit overlap.
Packing qubits
How many pairwise -overlapping qubits can be packed into 2 n dimensions? Formally, in 2 n dimensions, we wish to place 2m reflections (X 1 , Z 1 ), . . . , (X m , Z m ) such that each pair (X j , Z j ) defines a qubit, so that {X j , Z j } = 0, and operators with different indices nearly commute:
[S i , T j ] ≤ for i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}. How large can m be? One's intuition might be pulled in either of two directions. From the perspective of information theory, Nayak's private information retrieval bound m ≤ n/(1 − H(p)) [Nay99] suggests that packing ω(n) qubits into 2 n dimensions is unlikely to be possible. However, a formal connection between our problem and private information retrieval is not obvious: the existence of m pairs of approximately commuting qubit operators does not imply that there exists a family of 2 m states that could be used to encode m bits with a good probability of recovery.
From a geometric perspective the problem can be viewed as one of packing subspaces. Each reflection R j is about a certain subspace, projected to by 1 2 (I + R j ). As explained in the previous section, the anticommutation condition implies that X j and Z j correspond to subspaces with all principal angles π/4, while the approximate commutation condition [S i , T j ] ≤ translates into the corresponding subspaces making principal angles close to 0 or π/2. By analogy to the problem of packing nearly orthogonal unit vectors 2 one might guess that as long as is not required to go to 0 too fast with n, m can be exponential in n.
The results in this section demonstrate that the geometric intuition is more accurate. Theorem 3.2 shows that for sufficiently small (inverse linear in n), no more than m ≤ n -overlapping qubits can fit in 2 n dimensions. In contrast, Theorem 3.1 shows that as long as = Ω(1), m can be exponential in n; more generally m = ω(n) for any = ω( (log n)/n). For the range of overlaps 1/n (log n)/n, we do not know whether strictly more than n qubits can be packed into 2 n dimensions.
Lower bound: packing exponentially many qubits in 2 n dimensions
We give a randomized construction that packs m = e Θ(n 2 ) qubits into 2 n dimensions. This beats the trivial m = n for = Ω( (log n)/n), and is exponential in n for constant > 0.
Proof. By the Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [JL84, DG03] , e n 2 /4 unit vectors can be chosen in R 2n so that for any pair |u , |v , | u|v | ≤ . Collecting these vectors in triples, we obtain m = 1 3 e n 2 /4 three-dimensional subspaces with the angles between any two in the range [
, be orthonormal bases for the subspaces.
Let C 1 , . . . , C 2n denote a 2 n -dimensional representation of the Clifford algebra, i.e., Hermitian matrices that satisfy
Then it is easy to check that for distinct S, T ∈ {E, F, G}, {S j , T j } = 0 and {S i , T j } = O( ) for i = j. Let X j = iE j F j and Z j = iE j G j ; these matrices are Hermitian, square to 1, and anti-commute. Moreover, for i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}, we have [
Appendix A gives an alternative proof of Theorem 3.1 using the exterior algebra.
Upper bound: Separating overlapping qubit operators
We provide two different methods for creating independent qubits from partially overlapping qubits. The first argument, given in Section 3.2.1, performs a careful analysis of a sequential block-diagonalization procedure. The second argument, in Section 3.2.3, is simpler but requires the introduction of a larger Hilbert space in which to define the approximating operators.
Separating nearly commuting projections
We first consider the case of separating projections that nearly commute pairwise.
Theorem 3.2. Let P 1 , . . . , P n be projections on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space such that for some
Then there exist projections Q 1 , . . . , Q n with, for all i, j,
The bound in Theorem 3.2 is nearly tight; see Lemma 3.9 below. The proof of the theorem is constructive. It uses two basic operations, that we analyze with two lemmas. First we block-diagonalize operators with respect to a projection Q so that they commute with Q. The first lemma bounds how block-diagonalizing two operators affects their commutator. Lemma 3.3. Let Q be a projection, and for operators
Proof. Work in a basis in which Q is diagonal:
When one block-diagonalizes a projection, the result might not be a projection. The second basic operation consists in rounding the eigenvalues to the closest integer, 0 or 1. The second lemma bounds how this affects the commutator with another operator.
Lemma 3.4. Let Q be a projection and Q Hermitian with [Q, Q ] = 0 and Q − Q < 1/2. Then for any Hermitian P ,
This bound can be much stronger than the trivial
into the following theorem, and using |2Q − 1|(2Q − 1) = (2Q − 1)|2Q − 1| = 2Q − 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We proceed inductively. The induction hypothesis is that we have defined
• Q 1 , . . . , Q k are projections, commuting with each other and all P (k)
For the base case, δ 0 = 0 and 0 = .
In the induction step, we let Q k+1 be the projection formed by rounding P
k+1 's eigenvalues to 0 or 1, and define P (k+1) k+2 , . . . , P (k+1) n by block-diagonalizing the P (k) j operators with respect to Q k+1 :
1. Using Lemma 3.3, we compute
Thus we may take
Provided that all k ≤ 2 and δ k ≤ 1/4, (1 − 2δ k ) −1 ≤ 2, and we obtain the recursions
Thus δ k+1 ≤ 4(k + 1) and k+1 ≤ + 32k 2 . Given ≤ 1 32n , indeed k ≤ 2 and δ k ≤ 1/4.
Separating partially overlapping qubits
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 3.2 which allows us to separate -overlapping qubits. . Then there exist reflections X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n with {X j , Z j } = 0, and [S i , T j ] = 0 and S j − S j ≤ 4n /(1 − ) 2 + for all i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}.
Proof. Let H be the finite-dimensional Hilbert space on which the matrices act. Introduce n additional qubits, and on (C 2 ) ⊗n ⊗ H, define
for j = 1, . . . , n, where σ x j and σ z j are the standard Pauli operators acting on the jth added qubit. For Pauli operators σ and τ ,
Thus for all i, j,
Define reflections R 1 , . . . , R 2n by rounding to ±1 the eigenvalues of each of R 1 , . . . , R 2n . The operators R j still have the form (Pauli) ⊗ (Reflection). By Theorem 3.5,
Define projections P 1 , . . . , P 2n by P j = 1 2 (1 + R j ). Then
Applying Theorem 3.2 for separating projections yields projections Q 1 , . . . , Q 2n satisfying [Q i , Q j ] = 0 and
We claim that the reflections 2Q 2j−1 − 1 and 2Q 2j − 1 still have the form σ x j ⊗ X j and σ z j ⊗ Z j , resepectively, for reflections X j and Z j on H. Indeed, the proof of the projections separation theorem, Theorem 3.2, involved two basic operations:
1. Block-diagonalizing an operator A with respect to a reflection R:
2. Rounding the eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator A to ±1.
Observe that if A = σ ⊗ A for a Pauli σ, and R = τ ⊗ R for a Pauli τ , then both of these basic operations result in an operator σ ⊗ A , for the same Pauli σ. Thus indeed {X j , Z j } = 0 and [S i , T j ] = 0 for i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}.
Since Theorem 3.6 yields n qubits in tensor product, the dimension of the ambient space H must be at least 2 n . Rephrasing this, we obtain: Corollary 3.7. In 2 n dimensions, at most n qubits can be placed with pairwise "overlaps"
SWAP-based argument
If we are willing to work in a larger space, then there is a simpler argument for moving overlapping qubits into tensor product. Instead of repeatedly block-diagonalizing operators and rounding their eigenvalues to ±1, as in Theorem 3.6, we can swap in fresh qubits to enforce a tensor-product structure. We will show:
Theorem 3.8. Let X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n be reflections on H, satisfying {X j , Z j } = 0 and [S i , T j ] ≤ for all i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}. Extend these operators by the identity to act on H ⊗ (C 2 ) ⊗n . Then there exist reflections X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n on H ⊗ (C 2 ) ⊗n , with
Acting on H ⊗ (C 2 ) ⊗n , S j swaps the jth added C 2 register with the qubit defined by X j , Z j .
For T ∈ {X, Z} and i ∈ {1, . . . , j} define
. This is 0, since for any operator A that is the identity on the ith added C 2 register, [
Furthermore,
Since Theorem 3.8 works in the larger space H ⊗ (C 2 ) ⊗n , unlike Theorem 3.6 it does not give an upper bound on the number of nearly independent qubits that can be packed into H.
Lower bound: Sometimes Ω(n ) movement is necessary
Theorem 3.6 shows that n qubits with pairwise "overlaps" at most can be separated into tensor product by moving each qubit O(n ) in operator norm. Is the loss of a factor of n necessary? The following example shows that our bound is essentially tight.
Lemma 3.9. For any integer n, and any ∈ [0, π/n 2 ], there exist 2n qubits X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X 2n , Z 2n in (C 2 ) ⊗(2n) such that [S i , T j ] ≤ for all i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z} but such that for any independent qubits X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X 2n , Z 2n (with [S i , T j ] = 0 for i = j),
Proof. Construct qubits X j , Z j as the standard qubits, except with the second n qubit operators perturbed by the Hamiltonian
That is, X j = σ x j , Z j = σ z j for j ≤ n, and X j = e i H σ x j e −i H , Z j = e i H σ z j e −i H = σ z j for j > n. Then if j, k ≤ n or j, k > n, the operators for qubits j and k commute. If j ≤ n < k, then the operators for qubits j and k commute, except for X j and X k . We compute [X j ,
. . , X 2n be any pairwise commuting reflections. Let J = {1, . . . , n}, K = {n + 1, . . . , 2n}.
In order to lower-bound max j X j − X j , we study [X J , X K ] = (X J X K ) 2 − 1 . On one hand, since the X j operators commute, (X J X K ) 2 = 1. By triangle inequalities, and using X j = X j = 1 for all j, X J X K − X J X K ≤ j X j − X j , and hence
On the other hand,
Since H = n 2 /4, provided that n 2 ≤ π it holds that
Combining the bounds (1) and (2) gives
State-dependent qubit separation
A problem with both Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.8 is that they might be difficult to apply to real experimental systems. This is because it is difficult to establish the assumption of qubits nearly in tensor product, [S i , T j ] ≤ for i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}. In addition to the operators, a physical system involves an underlying state |ψ . The operators can be understood only in terms of their effects on |ψ . Consider for example a Hilbert space that splits as H ⊕ H , where |ψ is supported only on H and available operators leave H invariant. Then there is no experimental way to fathom the operators' behavior, e.g., their commutation relationships, on H . Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 cannot be applied. This example might not seem so troubling, because we can simply restrict everything to H; but it becomes more problematic if |ψ , say, has nonzero but very small support on H .
We would like qubit-separation theorems that have experimentally accessible assumptions. In particular, the theorems' assumptions should be stated relative to the system's state |ψ . For example, in Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 we might loosen the assumption [S i , T j ] ≤ for i = j to be only [S i , T j ]|ψ ≤ . Naturally, the conclusions will have to be correspondingly weakened. In the above example with H ⊕ H , if the reflections are far from commuting on H then we cannot hope to find nearby commuting operators, S j − S j ≈ 0; but perhaps we can get (S j − S j )|ψ ≈ 0.
In order to extend our results to experimental systems we proceed in three steps.
1. First, in Section 4.1 below, we give a protocol that can be used to test if two reflections, S and T , are close to commuting on a state |ψ : [S, T ]|ψ ≈ 0. The protocol is very simple: measure S, measure T , then measure S again. If S and T commute on |ψ , then the two S measurements will give the same result; and, intuitively, when they do not commute measuring T will disturb the state and make it less likely to get the same S result.
2. However, in Section 4.2, we show that the condition [S i , T j ]|ψ ≈ 0 for operators on different qubits is not sufficient to establish that there are nearby independent qubits X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n . In fact, we give an explicit construction of a state |ψ and n qubit operators X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n in < n 2 dimensions such that for i = j, [S i , T j ]|ψ = 0 precisely. Since n 2 ≤ 2 n for n ≥ 4, the dimension of the space is not sufficient to fit n independent qubits.
(We also show why the basic induction argument used to prove Theorem 3.6 fails when errors are measured relative to a state |ψ . The errors accumulate too rapidly, leading to an exponential dependence on n, instead of polynomial.)
3. We remedy this problem in Section 4.3 with a more advanced testing protocol. Intuitively, the improved protocol tests not just pairwise commutation relationships, such as S i T j |ψ ≈ T j S i |ψ , but also higher-order relationships such as
The protocol is still quite simple, though. Basically, measure all the qubit operators in order (either X 1 , Z 1 , X 2 , Z 2 , . . . or Z 1 , X 1 , Z 2 , X 2 , . . .), then go back and measure a random qubit operator (Z j or X j , respectively), and verify that the measurement result is unchanged. We show that if the protocol accepts with probability 1 − , then the qubit operators "simulate" n independent qubit operators in a certain sense. In particular, as a corollary, the system's dimension must be at least
The dimension bound is not fully satisfactory. A 2 n lower bound would be preferable. However, speculatively, the simulation statement might be strong enough to form the foundation for an analysis that the system can be used as an n-qubit quantum computer. Such an extension is nontrivial, though, and we leave it to future work.
Protocol for testing state-dependent commutation
We present a protocol that can be used to test whether two reflections approximately commute on a given state.
Theorem 4.1. Let S and T be reflections, acting on a state |ψ . Consider the following protocol:
1. Measure S.
2. Measure T , but ignore the result.
3. Measure S again. Accept if the result is unchanged.
Then the probability of accepting is given by
where we have used |φ 2 = S 0 |φ 2 + S 1 |φ 2 for any |φ . Then from
Qubits that commute on a state need not be close to independent qubits
In the projection separating argument of Theorem 3.2, the key observation was that for projections P , Q, R with [P, Q] , [P, R] ≤ δ and [Q, R] ≤ , if Q and R are both block-diagonalized with respect to P then the results still nearly commute:
The quadratic dependence on δ meant that errors did not accumulate badly through the induction.
Here is a counterexample showing that errors can accumulate badly in block diagonalization if we measure errors relative to a state |ψ , using [P, Q]|ψ . Define P , Q, R and |ψ as 
Then P , Q and R are projections (up to second order in δ for P ), with [P, Q]|ψ , [P, R]|ψ = O(δ), [Q, R]|ψ = 0, and yet
The idea is that Q and R commute on the first two dimensions, and are far from commuting on the last two dimensions; but this property is broken by the block diagonalization.
This example suggests that in a simple induction argument, starting with projections P 1 , . . . , P n having pairwise commutators [P i , P j ]|ψ ∼ , after block-diagonalizing with respect to P 1 , the errors can grow to ∼ 2 , then to ∼ 4 after block-diagonalizing with respect to the new P 2 , and so on; the errors potentially grow exponentially.
In fact, it is not only our proof of Theorems 3.2 and 3.6 that fails when errors are measured relative to a state |ψ . The theorems themselves fail, as shown by the following construction.
Lemma 4.2. For any n and k ∈ [n], there exists a space H of dimension at most 1 + k j=0 n j , a vector |ψ ∈ H and n qubits X j , Z j such that
In particular, for k = 2, the lemma places n qubits in O(n 2 ) dimensions-for example, four qubits in 12 dimensions-such that [S i , T j ]|ψ = 0 for all i = j and S, T ∈ {X, Z}.
Proof. Let us begin by explaining the n = 4, k = 2 special case of the construction. Define H to have orthonormal basis |0000 , |1000 , . . . , |0001 , |1100 , . . . , |0011 , |d , i.e., all n-bit strings of Hamming weight at most k, together with an additional vector |d . Let |ψ = |0000 , and consider the following operators for the first qubit: Unspecified matrix entries are 0. X 2 and Z 2 can be obtained from X 1 and Z 1 by switching the first and second bits in each basis element, leaving |d alone; and similarly for X 3 , Z 3 and X 4 , Z 4 . Then P 2 i = 1, {X i , Z i } = 0 and [P i , Q j ]|ψ = 0, for i = j and P, Q ∈ {X, Z}. The idea behind this construction is that X j , Z j act largely as the Pauli operators σ x j , σ z j . However, we have truncated the standard basis |0000 , . . . , |1111 for (C 2 ) ⊗4 to include only strings of Hamming weight ≤ 2. Since applying σ x 1 to |0110 , |0101 and |0011 would give strings of Hamming weight 3, we instead pair these dimensions up arbitrarily for X 1 , and define Z 1 on them to make it anti-commute with X 1 . The extra dimension |d is needed to make the total dimension even.
It is straightforward to generalize the example: by truncating strings at Hamming weight k the same construction places n qubits in k j=0 n j dimensions (or one more if this dimension is odd), such that any combination of up to k qubit operators commute on |ψ = |0 n , e.g., if k ≥ 3, X 1 X 2 X 3 |ψ = X 3 X 2 X 1 |ψ = |1110 n−3 .
Protocol to test for n independent qubits
The problem with the protocol in Theorem 4.1 is that it only tests commutation between pairs of operators on the state |ψ : [S, T ]|ψ ≈ 0. Lemma 4.2 shows that n qubits in only O(n 2 ) dimensions
Let |ψ ∈ H be a state. Let X 1 , Z 1 , . . . , X n , Z n be qubit operators on H, i.e., reflections satisfying {X j , Z j } = 0 for all j.
1. With equal probabilities 1/2, measure the reflections in order, either X 1 , Z 1 , X 2 , Z 2 , . . ., or Z 1 , X 1 , Z 2 , X 2 , . . ..
Pick a uniformly random index
. If Z went second in step (1), then measure Z j ; and if X went second, then measure X j . Accept if the result is unchanged from the operator's previous measurement. Otherwise reject. can pass this test on every pair. The lemma furthermore suggests that any test involving qubit operator sequences of length o(n) can be satisfied in dimension 2 o(n) . Therefore, we need a protocol that has at least n steps. Figure 2 gives our testing protocol. We argue that if the protocol accepts with high probability, then the n overlapping qubits X j , Z j are nearly equivalent to n independent qubitsX j ,Ẑ j in an enlarged space H = H ⊗ (C 2 ) ⊗2n .
Theorem 4.3. Consider the protocol of Figure 2 . Assume the probability it accepts is at least 1 − .
, and let |Ψ be obtained from |Ψ 0 by swapping each qubit X j , Z j with the first half of one of the EPR states, in order j = 1, . . . , n. (See Figure 3. ) Then there exist n independent qubits, given byX 1 ,Ẑ 1 , . . . ,X n ,Ẑ n , on H such that for any sequence of qubit operators U j 1 , . . . , U j k , where U j acts on the X j , Z j qubit and U j ≤ 1,
HereÛ j is the same operator as U j , except acting on theX j ,Ẑ j qubit. That is, if U j has Pauli expansion
Observe that if the X j , Z j qubits are independent of each other, then the measurements on different qubits commute, and so the protocol accepts with probability one. In that case, there is nothing to show. In general, however, measuring qubits j +1, . . . , n can disturb the last measurement on qubit j.
The EPR state appears in the conclusion of Theorem 4.3 even though it is not used in the testing protocol. Essentially this is because of the following two properties of |EPR :
1. Depolarizing a qubit, i.e., replacing it with the maximally mixed state, is equivalent to swapping it with the first qubit of a fresh EPR state then tracing out the EPR state's registers.
For any 2
The second property is key in our analysis for algebraically manipulating operators to show approximate commutation. To see how, consider for example a state |φ that involves four qubits, Figure 3 : The state |Ψ 0 is given by |ψ ⊗ |EPR ⊗n , where the EPR states are on qubits 1 and 1 , 2 and 2 , and so on. To get |Ψ , swap qubit j with the qubit in H defined by X j , Z j , for j = 1, . . . , n. Observe that starting from |ψ and depolarizing the X j , Z j qubits, for j = 1, . . . , n, is equivalent to tracing out all j and j qubits from |Ψ Ψ|.
labeled 1, 2, 1 , 2 , where the j qubits do not overlap with any others. If |φ is close to an EPR state on qubits (1, 1 ) and (2, 2 ), then operators on qubits 1 and 2 necessarily nearly commute on |φ :
The trick is to pull operators from one side of an approximate EPR state to the other, commute them there, then pull them back.
Proof of Theorem 4.3.
To analyze the protocol, we relate it to a separate protocol that is based on swapping qubits with halves of EPR states. Observe that measuring either X i then Z i , or Z i then X i , and discarding the second measurement result, is equivalent to depolarizing the qubit. Depolarizing a qubit is equivalent to swapping it with one half of |EPR and tracing out the original EPR state's registers. Therefore, the protocol of Figure 2 accepts with the same probability as the following protocol:
1. Append to the system n EPR states, on qubits labeled 1 , 1 , . . . , n , n . Thus the system is in the state
2. For i from 1 up to n, swap the qubit defined by X i , Z i with the new qubit i .
3. Pick a uniformly random index j ∈ [n]. With equal probabilities 1/2, measure either X j and σ x j , or Z j and σ z j . Accept if the measurement results are the same, both +1 or both −1.
Indeed, for α ∈ {x, z}, measuring σ α j at the end of the protocol is equivalent to measuring σ α j at the start, which is also equivalent to measuring just after swapping with the X j , Z j qubit.
If the protocol accepts with probability 1 − , then for probabilities j satisfying = 1 n j j , we have min
where |Ψ is the state after the swap gates in step (2). In particular,
This implies that for any one-qubit operator U j acting on the X j , Z j qubit, U j |Ψ ≈ U T j |Ψ , where U j is the same operator, but acting on the j qubit. More precisely, if
For each i, let S i be the operator on that swaps the X i , Z i qubit with the new qubit i :
Observe thatÛ
where the last equality is because |Ψ 0 includes an EPR state between qubits j and j . It follows that for any unitary U acting only on the X j , Z j qubit,
Now consider a sequence of operators U j 1 , . . . , U j k , where U j acts on the X j , Z j qubit and U j ≤ 1. Then iteratingÛ j |Ψ = U T j |Ψ giveŝ
To continue, iterate on U j |Ψ ≈ U T j |Ψ :
The overall error satisfies
In Theorem 4.3, the definition of |Ψ requires adding to H an additional ancilla register (C 2 ) ⊗2n . It is therefore not clear that the theorem should imply an exponential lower bound on the dimension of H. In fact, though, it does lower-bound dim H: 
By Eq. (5) from the proof of Theorem 4.3,P j |Ψ = P T j |Ψ , where P j acts only on the j ancilla qubit and therefore commutes with all Q k andQ k . Thus for any k ∈ [n],
Thus starting from Eq. (7) and applying (6), we obtain the bound Remark 4.6. In Theorem 3.6, different qubits overlapping by = O(1/n) already implies dim H ≥ 2 n . In contrast, in Corollary 4.4, must be exponentially small before dim H ≥ 2 n is required. Is this polynomial versus exponential separation a consequence of loose analysis, an inherent drawback of the protocol in Figure 2 , or an inherent property of any efficient state-dependent qubit testing protocol?
The following example suggests at least that our analysis is not too loose. Let H = Span{|x : x = 0 n , 1 n } ⊂ (C 2 ) ⊗n . Define n qubits by Z j = σ z j |H and X j = σ x j |H + σ x j (|1 n 0 n | + |0 n 1 n |)σ x j . That is, while σ x j maps the basis states σ x j |0 n and σ x j |1 n outside of H, X j instead maps them to each other. Even though dim H = 2 n − 2 < 2 n , it seems that these n qubits can pass our testing protocol with probability 1 − 1/ exp(n). 4 If |1 , . . . , |n is a basis for R n , let Λ(R n ) be the 2 n -dimensional exterior algebra, with basis |i 1 ∧ |i 2 ∧ . . . ∧ |i k for i 1 , . . . , i k ∈ [n] and k = 0, 1, . . . , n. For a unit vector |v ∈ R n and |w ∈ Λ(R n ), define the fermion creation and annihilation operators a † v |w = |v ∧ |w a v |w = ( v| ⊗ 1)|w .
Observe that this definition is basis independent, in the sense that for any unitary R on R n , a † RvR |w =Ra † v |w a RvR |w =Ra v |w , whereR(|v 1 ∧ · · · ∧ |v k ) = (R|v 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (R|v k ).
If we choose a basis for R n beginning with |v , then a
